From: Morris, Paul  
Sent: Wednesday, 18 July 2012 8:34 AM  
To: S. 47F(1)  
Subject: FW: Shark attacks and live export vessels [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

The attachments.

From: PakPoy, Paul  
Sent: Wednesday, 18 July 2012 8:20 AM  
To: Morris, Paul  
Cc: Glyde, Phillip  
Subject: RE: Shark attacks and live export vessels [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Paul  
Here you are.  
Pak Pak Poy  
A/g Assistant Secretary | Sustainable Resource Management | Fisheries  

S. 22(1)(a)(ii)  
S. 47F(1)

Fisheries  
18 Marcus Clarke Street, Canberra ACT 2601 Australia  
P.O. Box 858 Canberra ACT 2601 Australia  
daff.gov.au

From: Morris, Paul  
Sent: Wednesday, 18 July 2012 8:19 AM  
To: Glyde, Phillip; Schneider, Karen; Thompson, Ian G - SRM; PakPoy, Paul  
Cc: Neil, Gordon; Cale, Lee; Tucker, Mark; Ritman, Kim; Stobutzki, Ilona  
Subject: RE: Shark attacks and live export vessels [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Phillip – was the attachment included in the original email? I can’t find anything on their website as yet – other than something about sharks must not be culled as a result of the attack and that not enough being known about great white shark behaviour (which makes me wonder whether they have any scientific basis to the claim of a link with livestock vessels).

Paul

From: Glyde, Phillip  
Sent: Wednesday, 18 July 2012 7:41 AM  
To: Schneider, Karen; Thompson, Ian G - SRM; PakPoy, Paul  
Cc: Morris, Paul; Neil, Gordon; Cale, Lee; Tucker, Mark; Ritman, Kim; Stobutzki, Ilona  
Subject: Re: Shark attacks and live export vessels [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Karen/ian  
Might be worthwhile involving ABARES as well. They might be able to help on both the fish side...
but also on the probabilities side with the inference that there is causal link.

Phillip

On 17/07/2012, at 7:31 PM, [s. 22(1)(a)(ii) wrote:

Evening Gordon, Karen and Lee

I forwarded this on to Karen and Lee a little earlier to get some TPs from media, but the more I look at it the more questions I think we may need to answer tomorrow.

Gordon – would you be able to liaise with AFMA (and possibly FRDC) about what research on the correlation between the presence of live export vessels and shark attacks has been done, and whether any research has been done on whether sharks can identify live export vessels.

Is it possible at all to get rough data on the average number of days per year there are shark sightings in WA and the number of days per year a live export vessel is docked in those ports. If possible, it would be good to get comparative data from another jurisdiction that exports live animals (perhaps SA) as I understand it is only WA who doesn’t use nets.

Info on any other analysis of the issue would be appreciated.

s. 22(1)(a)(ii)

From: s. 22(1)(a)(i)
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 04:58 PM
To: s. 22(1)(a)(ii)
Cc: 
Subject: FW: Shark attacks and live export vessels [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

fyi

From: s. 47F(1)
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 4:54 PM
To: s. 22(1)(a)(ii)
Subject: FW: Shark attacks and live export vessels

Fyi – we are sending out a release regarding this issue shortly, embargoed until tomorrow.

From: s. 47F(1)
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2012 4:48 PM
To: 'Minister.Moore@dpc.wa.gov.au'
Cc: Tony Burke MP (Tony.Burke.MP@aph.gov.au); 'wa-governement@dpc.wa.gov.au'
Subject: Shark attacks and live export vessels

Dear Minister
Please see the attached letter from Humane Society International regarding the recent shark attacks in WA.

Kind regards

Humane Society International  
PO Box 439  
Avalon NSW 2107  
Australia

If you have received this transmission in error please notify us immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies. If this e-mail or any attachments have been sent to you in error, that error does not constitute waiver of any confidentiality, privilege or copyright in respect of information in the e-mail or attachments. Please consider the environment before printing this email.

<Documented list of shark attacks and presence of live export vessels.docx>